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ABSTRACT

A number of technological problems of the coil system of
internal ring devices with magnetically shielded supports are dis-
cussed under thermonuclear reactor conditions:

(i) The Ohmic power losses of the internal ring system can be made
much smaller than the thermonuclear reaction power, even with
copper windings at room temperature. This is not only the case for
the DT reaction, but it even becomes possible for the DD reaction
at powers of about 10 W and radial dimensions of the order of
10 m. The physical reason for this result is that only a fraction
of the total field energy of the system originates from the in-
ternal coil under optimum conditions.

(ii) The supports can be made large enough to provide cooling ducts
for the internal ring system,

(iii) The mechanical stresses on the system can be kept within
technically feasible limits.



1. INTRODUCTION

It has earlier been suggested jT - J) to produce a magnetic
bottle by a ring-shaped coil placed inside a confined plasma and
being suspended by magnetically shielded supports. In a system of
this type, the confining magnetic field is produced partly by the
internal coil, partly by auxiliary coils placed outside of the con-
finement region 12]. This report is limited to situations where the
power losses of the auxiliary coil system can be neglected, by using
superconductors or ordinary conductors cooled to very low tempe-
ratures. We shall concentrate on single ring configurations with a
magnetic confinement region of nearly spherical shape, but most of
the results obtained here are also applicable to other and similar
types of systems.

The power and heat balance of the internal coil and its supports
will mainly be discussed here, other technical problems such as
radiation damage being outside the frame of this report. The main
points of this report are:

(i) Only a fraction of the confining field has to be generated by
the internal coil. The problem of minimizing its Ohmic losses is
discussed.

(ii) The magnetization current of the shielded supports should not
produce excessively large Ohmic losses.

(iii) It should be possible to cool the internal coil and the
supports by means of the channels being accessible through the
supports•

(iv) The heat production in the coil system due to impinging neutrons
should be removed by the cooling system.

2. BASIC CONCEPTS

The configuration to be treated here is outlined in Figs. 1
and 2. It consists of an internal ring-shaped coil being traversed
by a total azimuthal current J, with an effective radius a of the
current system. The main magnetic field B is partly due to the
current J, partly to a superimposed homogeneous field B™ generated
by external sources. The resulting plasma confinement region has
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an outer boundary which intersects the equatorial plane close to the
point P^PQ* » z=0 » and «n inner boundary intersecting the same plane
at r*r01 , 2=0. Further» the boundary of the coil winding is chosen
such as to become nearly parallell with the field line passing
through the point (rQ1 , 0) in Fig.l. The ring is suspended by N,
pairs of Magnetically shielded supports having the length dt inside
the plasma region as shown in Fig.l. The separation distance of
the supports is 2d,, the conductor radius r,» and the magnetisation
current J, as shown in Fig.2 which represents their cross section
as seen from the top of Fig.l. It is possible to place the supports
in other positions than that given by Fig.l., but this does not affect
the general discussion.

All linear dimensions will be normalized in this paper with
respect to the effective internal coil radius a. For the characteris-
tic parameters we introduce:

normalized coordinates

effective longitudinal extension
of the confinement region which
has the volume V

dt=cta length of supports inside
confinement region

2d,= separation distance of supports

VGt/2*l

B0 » Bl

t »1

support radius

support ratio

strengths of main magnetic
field I) in equatorial plane and
at the support surfaces

corresponding average field
strengths

resistivities of the internal coil
and support conductors

n , T electron density and temperature
at the central parts of the plasma.



2 .1 . The Hain field

In the equatorial plane the part of the main f ie ld generated
by the internal coil becomes

B *c (J/a)b (p)
a a ci

(1)

where c =u /2W=2X1CT in KKSA units and bA (p) is the corresponding
a o i

dimensionless field strength. The latter tends to(p-l) when p-1 becomes
small and B_ approaches the field generated by a line current at p-1.

a ~

An external homogeneous field BH is superimposed in the positive

z direction such as to produce a total field strength Bo~Ba+Bg in

the equatorial plane. The total magnetic flux passing in the upward
2

direction through the surface irr of the equatorial plane then
becomes

•<r,0) = - 2 2 (2)

where é (p) is the normalized magnetic flux in the equatorial plane
aproduced by the ring current J. At a superimposed field strength

the edge p Q 2 of the confinement region in Fig.l will then be deter-

mined by the condition *(r02,0)=0, i.e.

= 2caJ*a(p02)/ap'02 (3)

With this value of the imposed field, the total field strength in the

equatorial plane becomes

B. se (J/a] CPno>/P
2 1 =
0 21 ~

ca(J/a)bo(p) («*)

The field line which defines the surface of the internal coil

cuts the equatorial plane at the points r Q 1 and r^, as shown in

Fig.l. From eq. (2) and (3) the corresponding normalized coordinates

become related by

(5)



where PO1>1 and P***!» The cross section of the coil can be appro-
ximated by a circle having the radius y *Poi~pOl*a*

Finally, the field strength B. close to the supports and on the
corresponding field line can be written as

Bl s c01Bo
(6)

dimensionless quantity of order unity which depends on

the field geometry of Fig.l.

where c Q 1 is a

2.2. The Support Field

Neglecting the effects and gradients along the shielded supports

of Fig.l, the condition for the current J^ to produce a force-free

system becomes

(7)

The magnetic field configuration then becomes as shown in Fig.2 and

determined by |~2~j

f ) = C exp (£/f) (8)

where g^ and C has a constant value on each^, V =y/r, , fsd^/r, ,

field line. The supports are shielded by the magnetic flux between

the separatrix C=C «1 and the surfaces given by C=C., CT which graze

the support surfaces at the points x=£ (dj-r,), y=0.

An ion starting in the region outside of the separatrix C and

having the initial velocity w , with the corresponding Larmor radius
and t e m P e r a t u r e T» will not be able to reach the support

surface when the cut-off condition |2J

1** i S. s ln(2f-l) - (9)

is satisfied. In the limit given by this expression, ambipolar effects
have not been taken into account. Since the ion Larmor radius is



usually nuch larger than that of an electron, ambipolar diffusion of
plasma to the support surfaces would tend to charge the supports
positively to a potential comparable to kT/e. This reduces the ion
flux to the support surfaces, and expressions (8) should then give
an upper limit of the cut-off value being required to shield the
supports.

The behaviour of ® l r % as a function of f is shown in Fig.3»
xc 2

where the corresponding values of T have been given for B =1 Vs/m ,
27d,=0.1 m, and the mass m^=3.3**xlO~ kg of deuterium. Thus, it is

seen from Fig.3 that support shielding at moderately large dimensions
and field strengths becomes possible even at very high temperatures.

2.3. Basic Plasma Parameters

In a plasma with isotropic and nearly equal ion and electron
temperatures the pressure becomes p=3nkT. We assume the temperature
to decrease in space in the directions towards the boundaries of the
confinement region of Fig.l. With n and T denoting values of electron
density and temperature in the central parts of the plasma we intro-
duce the corresponding beta value

8=6ponkT/

With an deuterons and (l-o)n tritons in the plasma the thermo-
nuclear reaction power roughly becomes

P = Rn2V = Tr(pj;2 gLRn2a3 (11)

where

R = (l-o) J 3

V (12)
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Here P D D and p.-, are the rates of the DD and DT reactions in
m /sec. having the corresponding released energies QDI)=6xlO~ and
QJJJS28.2X10"13 joules per reaction, and fD

::<l-a)PDDQDI)/2ap0rQDT re-
presents the fraction of the total power being produced by the
DD reaction. Especially at temperatures above 10 K, DT mixtures
at lower concentration ratios than a=0.5 may have some advantages,
namely:

(i) The reactions can operate at tritium breeding ratios somewhat

less than unity.

(ii) The tritium concentration in the discharge is smaller than the
conventional DT reaction.

(iii) The reaction power can still be made much larger than for the
pure DD reaction.

2.4. The Ohmic Losses

We assume the fractions 6 and 6, of the cross sectional conductor
areas of the internal coil and of the supports to consist of metal
having the resistivities •? and "I, .

With the cross section of the internal coil approximated by the
radial extensions given by eq. (5) the corresponding Ohmic losses now
become

A = (13)

Further, the Ohmic losses for N, pairs of shielded supports become

7 i J i c t f 2 / i r g l 6 l a

3. MINIMIZATION OF OHMIC LOSSEb

We shall now minimize the ratio between the Ohmic losses and the
reaction power as given by eqs. (ID-(14), with the subsidiary con-
ditions of a given beta value according to eq. (10) and full magnetic



shielding of force-free supports as determined by expressions

(7) and (9).

3.1. The Internal Coil

Combination of eqs. (10)-(13) yields the ratio

6 2 (15)

where

T(T) = T/R(T) (16)

G(p01, P02)= Cpol*p||1)/Cpol-pJJ1)

(17)

In connection with expression (17) we observe that only the fraction

-2

(18)

of the total magnetic energy of the main field is being generated by

the internal coil.

3.1,1. Minimization_at_a_fixed_yalue_of_

To minimize 6 at a given value of na , we first determine the

optimum temperature giving the smallest value of T ( T ) . From the

reaction rates according to Tuck [••] the variation of T with tempe-

rature becomes as shown by Fig. t for three values of the relative

concentration a of tritium ions. Thus, we obtain Tmin
slf'5xlo1*3
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9 ° »1.2X10113 atTsl.*xl<r WK for the DD reaction

T*2.2xlO8 °K for a DT mixture with 1% tritium ions(««0.01), and

Tmin*5.5xlO
U1 at T*2xlO8 °K for the DT reaction (o*0.5). In the

case as0,01, and at the optimum temperature, the fraction fj=0.14 of

the total power and the fraction Q W T ^ D ^ Q D D 2 0 * 6 7 o f t n e t o t a l l v ?ro"
duced neutrons are then due to the DD reaction. The ignitron tem-
peratures T_ with respect to bremsstrahlung radiation put a lower
limit to the range of temperatures of practical interest.

We further consider the dimensionless factor G/g. *n e<l« (15).

An accurate minimization of this factor can be made by means of a

computer. Here we only outline the behaviour of expression (17) as

given for three values of p Q 2 in Fig.5. Since g. is a slow function

of pQ, and p 0 2
 w e P u t gt^eonst. «1.5. At a fixed na the optimal value

of 6/gL=l for pQ1=1.35, pO2=1.5O, which should serve the purpose of

a first estimate in the present calculations. At the same time should

be observed that there is a rather slow variation of the maximum

points with the parameter p Q 2 in Fig.5, i.e. the optimal choice of

p Q 2 is almost arbitrary in the range 1.2<pQ2<2. The physical reasons

for these results are that values of pQ, close to unity give a too

small conductor area of the internal coil, and values of pQ» close to

PQ 2 give a too small reaction volume. Further, the slow variation of

the maximum points of 1/6 as a function of p Q 2 is caused by the fact

that a larger fraction f of the total field is produced by the

internal ring at values of p Q 2 close to 1 than at large values of

. At the same time this effect is partly outbalanced by the increase

of the magnetic field strength b in the direction towards the internal
a.

coil.

3.1.2.

Combination of eqs. (11) and (15) yields

a P = ir(pg2-PQ1)gLR(na
2)

(19)



<Pm+Pni>J01+p0l

2 (20)

The reason for the function g, not to appear in the last member of
this expression is that A, decreases at increasing support dimensions,
at the samt time as the current (7) required for a force-free confi-
guration increases with the same dimensions at a given radius of the
internal coil. Further, the value of f required for cut-off at ther-
monuclear conditions becomes somewhat less than 1.2, as illustrated
by Fig.3. We therefore see from eq. (20) that A,/A is roughly equal
to N,^,/>? multiplied by a geometrical factor given by the results of
the previous sections.

XO.

When practical reasons and technical constaints put an upper limit
to P, optimum values have to be chosen of the parameters which deviate 1

2 I
from those obtained at a fixed value of na . Thus» if the power P is |
being fixed, as well as the value of gT~1.5, the lowest possible

2 26 is instead given by the minimum values of T R=T /R=TT and2 2(pO2-Pol)6 /g,. These quantities vary as demonstrated by Figs. 6 and 7.

3.2. The Supports

According to eqs. (13), (1>O, (4), (6), and (7) the ratio
between the Ohmic losses of the supports and the internal coil
becomes

*•• NEUTRON LOSSES TO THE INTERNAL COIL SYSTEM

Of the reaction power the fraction 6N will go to neutrons being
partly absorbed by the internal ring system. We consider the highest
possible heating power of this type by assuming all neutrons to be
absorbed. In reality there are also possibilities of neutron reflection
in the surface layers of the internal ring, and neutron transmission
through the supports.
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If the average solid angle of the internal ring as seen from

the plasma is Q ond the corresponding total angle of the supports

&,, the maximum heating power by absorbed neutrons becomes

(21)

for the ring and

(22)

for the supports.

In case of the DT reaction it has to be observed that the neutron

losses to the internal coil system should be held at a level low

enough to allow for the tritium breeding process. Since 8+ft, can be

kept far below unity, and part of the neutrons hitting the internal

coil system will be reflected, favourable breeding ratios should still

become realizable by means of neutron multipliers ]_5 ,6J . In addition,

the required tritium breeding ratio is more easily achieved in the

case of DT mixtures with a<0.5, as pointed out in Section 2,3.

In this connection we finally notice that a layer of water of

thickness 0.2m can be used as an efficient absorber of the neutron

energy Tj~\ in the internal coil system.

5. THE COOLING DUCTS OF THE SUPPORTS

The total heating power

Atot = A AN + A1N (23)

has to be removed from the system by a fluid streaming at the average

velocity v- through ducts of radius r~ in the supports. In eq. (23)

we have neglected the contribution from bremsstrahlung which should

be small compared to A» when T is chosen well above the ignition

temperature T . If the fluid transports the heat C- Joules/kg and

has the density p-, its velocity should become

vf '" Atot
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When the temperature of the fluid is raised by the amount T* we have
Cf=cfTf wnere cf *s tne specific heat in Joules/kg. Degree, whereas
C~ should be put equal to the heat of evaporation C- in cases where
the fluid is converted into steam.

6. MECHANICAL FORCES ON THE INTERNAL COIL SYSTEM

At a constant current J the force per unit area of the cross
section of the internal coil becomes

r- [|ioJ
2/«hra2<P01-p;x> ] -Jin C

poi-poi
In <- 8

p01~p01

p01~p01

df.

p01"p01

irp02

(25)

where f, is a dimensionless function of the ratio between the major
and minor radii of the coil associated with its inductance as given
e.g. by Hallen p 8 ^ • In eq. (25) K is the stress due to the eigen-
field which tends to expand the internal coil, whereas <„ is the
stress due to the external field BH which gives a compression force
on the coil in combination with the current J. At a proper choice of
geometry of the system the total stress K can then be made arbitrary
small.

Further, the forces on the supports in the transverse direction
should cancel according to eq. (7). Finally, half of the
support pairs can be placed vertically downwards from the internal
coil of Fig.l, if this becomes necessary for balancing the forces
arising along the supports from the pressure difference of the cooling
medium.

In addition to this, there are forces in the vertical direction,
due to the gravity of the internal coil. The corresponding force per
unit area of the supports becomes

(26)
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where p. is the average density of the internal co i l , g is the acce<
2

leration of gravity, and 6~ is the fraction of the support cross

section occupied by cooling ducts.

The stresses K and K, should be chosen well below the tensile

strengths of the coil and support material.

7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Some numerical applications of eqs. (IS) and (19) are given by

Figs. 8 and 9:

2
(i) When the losses are optimized at fixed values of na and we put

3=0.3, 6=0.8, G/g.=l, and use a copper winding at 50° C, power

ratios 6 can be obtained which are definitely below unity both for

the DD and DT reactions as shown by Fig.8.

(ii) If optimization instead takes place at a fixed reaction power P

and we choose the same values of B,6,G, and *> as in case (i), the

result for 6=0.2 becomes as shown in Fig.9 for three values of a.

The ranges of the power P and coil radius a are seen to be within

the limits of practical interest of a fusion reactor.

Further illustrations of the results obtained in Sections 3-6

are given by Table 1. The data of Table 1 should only serve the

purpose of giving a rough estimate of orders of magnitude of some

of the parameters characterizing fusion reactor systems. At least

for the problems discussed in this report, the table shows that it

should be technically possible to satisfy the conditions for the

power balance, for the cooling of the internal supported coil, and

for the mechanical coil stresses.even in the case of the DD reaction

(a=0). The Ohmic losses due to the current of the magnetically

shielded supports could possibly be lowered by means of a special

cooling system which reduces «£.. According to Rose and Clark [7j

an effective power reduction by a factor of 0.07 may be reached by

re frigerat ion.

8, CONCLUSIONS

Internal ring devices with magnetically shielded supports should

become feasible under thermonuclear conditions, at least with respect
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to the technological problems discussed in this report:

(i) It is possible to make the power losses of the internal ring

system much smaller than the reaction power, even with copper

windings at room temperature. This condition is easily satisfied

for the DT reaction, but it even becomes realizable for other DT

mixtures and for the DD reaction, provided that the reaction power

becomes as high as about 10 W and the radial dimensions of the

order of 10 m and more. The main physical reason for this result

is that the entire field of an internal conductor device is used

for plasma confinement and that only a fraction f of the corres-
a

ponding field energy originates from the internal ring current

under optimal conditions.

(ii) Without special measures a considerable part of the Ohmic

power loss will be due to the magnetization current of the shielded

supports. It may become possible to lower this loss by means of a

separate refrigeration system.

(iii) Other conductor materials than those used in the numerical

examples here, such as aluminium and molybdenum may also offer

possible solutions, at least in the case of the DT reaction.

(iv) At sufficiently large dimensions it does not become impossible

to provide the internal coil with a neutron blanket and turn it

into a superconductor. For the magnetized supports, however, only

ordinary water-cooled or refrigerated conductors become feasible.

(v) The supports can be made large enough to provide cooling ducts

for the internal ring system, also in cases where the impinging

neutron flux is completely absorbed.

(vi) The mechanical stresses on the internal coil system can be

kept well below the limit ^ax*3*9*108 N/m2 of the tensile strength

of copper. In particular, special measures can be taken to make

both the supports and the internal coil magnetically force-free.

(vii) The neutron damage is still an open and difficult question.

However, there may exist methods by which at least the supports can

be removed and exchanged in a comparatively easy way.
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In conclusion a few words should be said about Tokamak and

internal conductor systems as alternative approaches to the fusion

reactor problem. At certain occasions the latter have been ruled out

as potential fusion reactors by arguments which ought to be recon-

sidered. It should namely be kept in mind that fusion research deals

with two equally important classes of problems, namely those con-

cerning plasma physics and those related to technology. At the

present stage internal conductor systems seem to provide better con-

finement schemes than Tokamaks from the plasma physical point of

view. From the technological point of view the Tokamaks appear to be

less complicated than internal conductor systems, but the present

results still show that the technical difficulties of the latter

need not be unsurmountable.

In this connection should also be stressed that Tokamak systems

are not free from technical problems. In particular, the strong

toroidal field B. used in such systems is merely to be considered as

an auxiliary field, whereas the plasma confinement is provided by

the much weaker poloidal part B ~B /5. This implies that, for the

same values of $,n, and T, the magnetic field energy generated by

the torus winding of a Tokamak has to become (B /B.) /f *100 times
p t a

larger than the field energy produced by the internal coil in an

optimized system of the type outlined in Fig.l.

Stockholm July 16, 1971
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Table 1. Numerical examples for three values of a with
ft ft

Q»m (copper at 50 C), $=0.3)p01=l.3,

O.4, cQ1s0.8,g1=0.06, »1^6, &*&1% f=1.2

^ 4 sO.02, pf=10
3 kg/m3, Cf*4.18xl0

5 J/kg.

Values within brackets refer to coil stress in absence of

the external field

1 2
T T (°K /tim3)

T (°K)

P (W)

6
a (m)
d t (m)
åx (m)
r x (m)

n (m~ )
Bo (Vs/m3)

A (W)

Ax/A

Atot ( W )

r f (m)
vf (m/s)

J (A)

KX (N/m2)

a * 0.5

6.2x10 **9

7.8X10111

8x10 7

5x10 8

0.1

2
0.8
0.12
0.1
3.3
5.4X1020

3.9

5xl07

1.8
0.80
2.3X108

0.05
13

16xlO6

(0.88xl08)
l . l x lO 7

a = 0.01

l .SxlO 5 1

1.9xlOU3

8xlO7

10 1 0

0.06
7
2
0.42
0.35
3.3
1.9xlO2 1

7.2

6x10 8

1.8
0.75

g
3.4x10*
0.175
17

104x106

(2.8xlO8)
3.9xlO7

[ i
i
i
t

2.7x105 2

6.7X101*3

4x10 8

2xlO10

0.15
10
4
0.6
0.5
3.3
1.3xlO2 1

13.4

3xlO9

1.8
0.31
12xlO9

0.25
32

277xlO6

(9.9xlO8)
5.5xlO7

i

y_
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Legends to the figures.

Fig. 1. System with single internal ring suspended on shielded
supports. The checkered area represents the ring in which
the total azimuthal current J is flowing. An external homo-
geneous magnetic field Bg is superimposed, such as to produce
the total field B outlined in the figure. The effective
radius of the current system in the ring is a, and symbols
within brackets denote values being normalized with respect
to a.

Fig* 2. Gross section of the shielded supports as seen in the

vertical downward direction of Fig.l. The local coordinates
x and y are perpendicular to the axial coordinate z of the
internal ring. The magnetic field configuration represents
the force-free case.

Fig* 3. The cut-off value of©.=a. /d, as a function of f=d1/r,
for force-free supports. The equivalent temperature scale
is given at the left hand edge of the figure for the par-

ticular case with deuterium in a field B,=l Vs/m
d,=0.1 m.

and with

Fig. 4. Determination of the minimum values of T=T/R(T) for the
fractions a-0, 0,01 and 0.5 of tritium ions. The ignitron
temperatures with respect to bremsstrahlung are given by T .

Fig. 5. The quantity l/6(pQ1, pQ2) as a function of p Q 1 for three
different values of p02- The values of f refer to the
maximum points.

Fig. 6. Determination of the minimum values of xT for a=0, 0.01,
and 0.5. Ignitron temperatures given by T^.

Fig. 7. 2
The quantity 1/ VPO2"Poi

#6 * p0V p02* as a function

for three values of p Q 1 for three values of pO2« Thevalues of fa refer to the maximum points.
9
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Fig. 8. Variation of plasma density n with coil radius a at some
values of 0 when T=T . , 6=0.3, 6=0.8, 6/g.=l, and a copper
winding is used at 50 C. Dashed lines correspond to the
DD reaction (ct=O), and full lines to the DT reaction
(o=0.5).

Fig. 9. Variation of the reaction power P with the coil radius a at

three values of a when TTr^TT^Bin» B=0.3, 6=0.8, 6/gL=l,
°8=0.2, and a copper winding is used at 50° C.
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